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As the authors made clear in the introduction, this book is aimed at executives and

at master and EMBA students as future executives. In line with the needs of this

audience, the book focuses on practical recommendations. It begins with a compre-

hensive introduction to internationalization in Part I and to strategic planning and

its importance for going international in Part II. In the two main parts of the book, it

is shown how concrete strategies for going international can be developed: In Part

III, a process for going international for new markets is proposed and described in

detail. In Part IV, the issue of going international for production and sourcing is

explained in the same sound manner. Finally, important strategic challenges of an

international company are discussed in Part V.

The authors sincerely hope that the information provided will allow the reader to

develop clear and feasible strategies for going international. Parts III and IV

propose systematic processes. If the process is not carried out step-by-step, the

overview can quickly be lost. The result would then be strategies which are unclear

and sometimes even contradictory. To obtain feasible strategies, analysis steps are

included in the proposed processes. Strategies can only be implemented if they are

based on facts and thus in accordance with reality.

If the book helps to develop clear and feasible strategies, it can contribute to the

successful future of the company. However, the authors realize that while clear and

feasible strategies are a necessary condition for success, they do not guarantee

it. Good strategies are of little use unless they are implemented. However, success-

ful implementation is only possible if managers and other key employees of the

company are committed to strategies. This commitment requires the leadership of

the board of directors and of the CEO. They must succeed in persuading the key

persons of the company that the strategies are the right ones and that they will bring

success. This can only happen if these key persons take part in the strategy planning

process. They need to co-own the strategies.

To conclude, the authors wish the reader every success in developing and

implementing international strategies.
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